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1. Introduction

Yates (1933) dealt with the problem of missing plots in Latin Squares.
Though his method, which consists in carrying out the analysis by
estimating the missing observations, provides a valid error sum of
squares, only an approximate value of the treatment sum of squares
can be obtained from this method except in the case of one missing
plot for which a correction term has been given. Except for the case
of one missing plot, the exact standard errors betweenaffected treatments
or between affected and non-affected treatments cannot also be obtained.
Later (1936) he gave a method of exactly analysing Latin Squares when
a row, column or a treatrnent is completely missing or when both a
row and a column or either of them and a treatment, are missing com
pletely. Afterwards, Pearce (1953) deduced expressions for standard
errors for all possible differences between treatments when two observa
tions are missing in a Latin Square.

An attempt has been made in this paper to deduce an exact method
of analysis of Latin Squares when (1) the number of plots missing is
less than the number of treatments and each belongs to a different row,
column and treatment, and (2) a row, column or a treatment is partly
but not completely missing.

2. General Method of Solution

Let there be x missing plots in an rxr Latin Square such that
plots are missing in the ith column, replicates are missing from the
jth treatment and «,/ plots are missing in the /cth row, so that

Eni" = ZUj* = = x.

On the usual additive model, the observation belonging to the /th
column, the jth treatment and the A:th row may be represented as;

= IJ- + Ci + ti+ r„ + 6ys, where c^, and r^ are the
colurnn, treatment and row effects respectively. It follows from the
method of fitting constants by least squares that the best estimates of
the effects can be obtained from the following normal equations;
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Ci=ir- (ix + Ct) + s tj 4- E f-fc
! (1) h (i)

Tj ()• - «/) (/X + «,) + 27 Ci + 27rs
i (J) *; 0)

-Rfc = ('• ~ «/) (/'• + ''ft)+ 27 Cj + Z"
1 (?£) J (W

wliere C^, • and denote respectively the totals of the i-th column,
/-th tretament and the ki\i row, 27 and 27 in the first equation denote

i (i) ft (i)

respectively the summation over those (1) treatments and (2) rows
for which observations are available in the f-th column; 27 and 27 in

i (J) ft (i)

the second equation denote respectively the summation over those
(1) columns and (2) rows in which the /-th treatment is not missing
and lastly E and 2 in the third equation denote similarly the summation

i (t) i (ft)

over those (1) columns and (2) treatments for which observations are
available in the /cth row.

By eliminating r,, from these equations and any one of each of the
unaffected column effects and treatment effects with the help of the
additional restrictions Uc = 0 and Ut = 0, the resultant equations
can be divided into two sets. In one set there will be only those equa
tions which correspond to the affected columns and treatments such
that the equation corresponding to any such column or treatment will
contain only the affected treatment and column effects. The other
set will contain equations corresponding to the unaffected treatments
and columns such that an equation corresponding to any such column
(treatment) will contain only that column (treatment) effect together
with all the affected treatment and column effects. Thus once the solu
tion of the first set of equations is available that of the second set can
be obtained easily from them.

If the plot {i, j, k) be missing and stands for , then
V

the resultant equations can be written as:

rc, - 27' 0- «ftO Pi,-ft + 27' Pm = Qi (1)

-i7'('-«/) + = (2)
i ft (i)

/r„ +^'(3)

+ 2;'= a- (4)

where 27' denotes summation over those missing plots which are in the
i

/-th column and 27/ over those missing plots which are in rows other
ft (»)
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than those in which the zth column is missing. Similarly denotes
i

summation over those plots where the 7th treatment is missing and
S,' over those missing plots which are in rows other than those in
i (y)

which the jth treatment is missing, and Z" denotes summation over all
the missing plots.

Here and tj stand respectively for the affected columns and
treatments and and for unaffected columns and treatments.

Qj^ stands for the row-adjusted fth column total and is equal to
Ci —2 Xr,,, where x^,. is the kth, row average.

Hi)

Similarly

S;(il

2/ -

e.

Cg 2j Xfj.

— Tf, —

S indicates summation

over all rows

By adding the corresponding equations in (1) and (2), i.e., the equations
belonging to the same plot—one for the column effect and the
other for the treatment effect—^we get

r Piji- S' (r-n/)
i

S'ir-n,') + S'Pa,
i h «)

+ S' Pm = 2/ + e/ (5)

Thus there will be as many equations in the first set as there are missing
plots. The solution of these equations and consequently of (1), (2),
(3) and (4) is not sufficient for the complete analysis. Another set of
equations corresponding to rows and colimins ignoring treatment effects
need be solved for the complete analysis. The general method of
writing and solving equations in the two-way classification has been
given by the. author (Das, 1954) elsewhere.

3. Special Cases

The whole process of analysis in the general case will not be easy.
But algebraic solutions of all the sets of equations are available in two
special cases, viz., (1) when the plots are each, missing in a separate
row, column and a treatment, and (2) when a row, column or a treat
ment is partly but not completely missing.
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Case I.—The equatioiis in Case I can be written as;

rc, - (/• - 1) P, + Z" = Qr

rt,-{r-A)P, + E'

rc, + S'P, = Q: \
rt,+S'P, = Q- ; •• -roij

where P. corresponds to the missing plot with column and treatment
effects Cj and tj respectively.

Thus

p _

Adding the first two equations

{(r-2)(r-l)-2}P, + 2U'P = Q,'= + Q/

Again adding such equations for all the missing plots

••

Thus

S' Pt =
(r-l)(r-2) + 2U^l)-,.

; 1' Qf ,•Qi° + e/- ('• - l)2'P
r ^ r (r-3)

, _ e/ , Qi. + e/- (r - i)^
^ ~ . r (r - 3)

(^n •

th

r

Q-- S'P

r

From these equations it is evident thM "valriance

.. 2a^ r-2

where tj and tj- are both affected 'treaMents;'""'

Again, variance ' ^ •

n "^2 I ) ^- h) - ^ _ 3) (r - 3) + 2x}j : —

where is an unaffected treatment.

The error sum of squares can be obtained-7rpm .the following
relationj viz..
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Error S.S. = Total S.S. - {Zc Q'St Q") - Row S.S.

with d.f. equal to (r — 1) (r — 2)— a:.

To get the adjusted treatment sum of squares it is necessary to
solve the set of equations containing column effects only to be obtained
by eliminating row eflfects and ignoring treatment effects. The solu
tion of this set of equations is easily seen to be:

^ ~ 1) ^Qc Z Qi ]
- r{r-2) ;• 0" - 2) + x]

~ ;• ;• {r (r - 2) + x}'

The adjusted treatment S.S. can now be obtained from

UcQ''+ 2;tQ'-Za'a'.

Case II.—In the second case if all the plots are missing in the
/th column, say, the equations turn out to be

rc,-ir-l)2'P^Q,'

rt, - rP, + S'P = 2/

where P, stands for the plot where the jth treatment is missing.

rc, + Z'P = e/

rh +

By adding the first two equations

rPi - S'P

le.,

and

xQ.'^ + SQi

Cv =

(r - 2) (r- X)

Q^O + (, _1) 2'P

- V + ;•(>•-2)
_ Q„'- S'P

Co - - -

rr . \
h
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The variance of the difference between any two affected treatments is

evidently ^ ~ cr^.
r (r - 2)

The variance of (,. - ,,) -'-^{2 +
When the yth treatment is missing partly, the corresponding results

can be obtained by interchanging c/s and t/s in the equations. Thus
the variance of (tj, — in this case becomes

[2 I ]/• (r - 2) (r - x)\-

The error S.S. in the case of one affected column can be obtained from
the following, i.e.,

Error S.S. = Total S.S. - Row S.S. ~ 2c Q" - St Q\

The further solution required for obtaining the adjusted treatment
S.S. is

Q'=^.
' r ~ X

r'
r r(r-l) (r- x)'

The adjusted treatment sum of squares is then given by

2cQ''+2]tQ-''-^Sc'Q<'.

In the case of one affected treatment, the error sum of squares can be
obtained by writing c/s for t/s and vice versa in the equations and
substituting in the above expression for error sum of squares. But
the adjusted treatment sum of squares will be given by

where

2c 2= + StQ-' - Sc'Q:^

ir-V) C

C' = Qf-f {V - 2) ,• (r -2) + xS

r{r{r-l) + ;c}"
c'=91-
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All the results'in the case of one affected row can be obtained from
those of one affected column by treating the rows as columns and pro
ceeding as above.

The cases of one and two plots missing in whatever manner, come
out as partipiilar cases of the results derived above. The variances
of the treatment differences obtained by Yates (1933) and Pearce (1953)
in these cases, agree with ,those derived in the paper.

4. Accuracy of the Approximate Variance Suggested by Yates

In the general case of an rxr Latin Square the approximate vari
ance of the difference'between two affected treatments, as obtained
from Yates' method (1933) is equal to la^jr - 5/3 when the plots are
missing as inthe Special Case I; and when all the missing plots are in
the same row or column, as in Special Case II, it is —4/3. The

corresponding actual variances have been found to be — • ^ ^

and — • respectively. In the former case the approxi

mate value is equal to the exact one when r = 5. It is. less
than the actual by when r = 4. For values of r greater than 5
the approximate value is greater than the actual, the niaximirai differ
ence being ct^/56 corresponding to r = 7.

In the second case the two varimces become equal when r = 4.
For greater values of/• the approximate variance isgreater, the maximum
difference being (72/82-5 for r = 5. ........

•The approximate variance of the difference .between an affected
and an unaffected treatment is equal to

1,1

if more than one treatment is missing, as in Special Cases I orHi-- ~The^
corresponding actual variances are,

• • r(r-3) + 2(x-l) -1
2. + (r _ 3) {r (r - 3) + 2x}.

in Case I and

7 r + (r - 2) (f - x)i

V''. X-
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in Case. n. Evidently the difference between the two estimates is that
whereas the variance as, obtained from Yates' approxiniate method
is independent of the number ,of the affected treatments, the actual
variance is a function of jc.

From a closer scrutiny it is found that in Case I the approximate
value is greater or less than the actual according as r > or < 6 what
ever a; may be. -

" In Case ll the approximate-variance is less than the actual when
r.4 or ,5 whatever x may be. . When r = 6, it is greater or less than

the actual according as a: < or > 3. For values of r > 6 and up to
12, the approximate value is greater or less than the actual according
as JC < or > /• —:2.

When several replicates (say, x) of the same treatment are missing,
the approximate variance is equal to ' . ,

{r -X r- lxjs}'
while the. actual value is

rx
2 + (r - 2) (r- X)

In this case also when r = 4 or 5, the approximate value is less
than the actual whatever x may be. It is greater or less than the actual
according as (1) x < or ^ r — 2 when r = 6 or 7, and (2) x < or
= r — 1 for greater values of r, except that the two variances become
equal when r = 6 and x = 3 and also when r = 8 and x = 6.

Generally the approximate variance is considerably less than the
actual when r is less than 6. For greater values of r the approximate
value tends to be larger than the actual unless x is very nearabout r.

5. Example

In an yield trial of promising strains of Tur {Cajanus indicus) crop
in Central Provinces, a 6x6 Latin ,Square design, was adopted. The
data were complete, but; for the sake of illustration four observations
each from a separate row, column and treatment, have been omitted
and the remaining data analysed according to the method described
in the paper. The following table gives the layout plan and the observa
tions.
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Table I

Layout plan and observations {lb. per plot)

Rows Columns

Total with
No. of

observa
tions

Average

x(l) 6-9(5) 8-9(3) 7-4(6) 11-6(2) 8-1(4) 42-9(5) 8-58

3-9(6) 8-0(4) 5-0(2) 10-7(1) x(3) 6-0(5) 33-6(5) 6-72

4-6(2) 4-6(1) x(5) 7.3(3) 8-1(4) 6-1(6) 30-7(5) 6-14

•
5-1(3) 3-3(6) 8-3(4) 7-4(2) 6-5(5) 5-1(1) 35-7(6) 5.95

2-2(5) 7-6(3) 5-2(1) X(4) 7-1(6) 6-0(2) 28-1(5) 5-62

4-4(4) 5-4(2) 6-0(6) 8-2(5) 8-1(1) 6-0(3) 38-1(6) 6*35

Column totals with N 0.

of observations

20-2(5) 35-8(6) 33-4(5) 41-0(5) 41-4(5) 37-3(6) 209-1(32) 39-36

Row adjusted column
totals (Q")

-10-58 -3-56 0-18 7-26 8-76 -2-06

Treatment totals with
No. of observations

(1)
33-7(5)

(2)
40-0(6)

(3)
34-9(5) 36-9(5)

(5)
29-8(5)

(6),
33-8(6) 209-1(32)

Row adjusted treatment
totals (Q'^)

2-92 0-64 2-26 3-16 -3-42 -5-56

Here,

2Q[ = 5-62, SQy = A-92

5-62+ 4-92
S'P =

26
= -4054

, Qi , Qx - Qx~ (r - 1) '̂-P
^ ^ r(r- 3)

Q/- S'P
^*9.

Co =

• C4 =

C. =

r

<2/
T r{r - 3)

0S'P
Cr =

(2/ + Gs" -(r-I) S'P
+

+

+

r (r — 3)

6/ + QJ- (r- 1)Z'P
r(r- 3)

Q,' + Q,^- (r- 1)Z"P

= -2-3015

= -0-6609

= - 0-2626

= 1-6762

= 1-9596

= - 0-4109.
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Now

and
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= -0-0515 c '

1 = - 2-2460

- 0-0391 C '

2 = - 0-6271

ts = 0-8763 c t

3 = - 0-0043

= 0-9929 c '

i 1-4707

= - 0-8626 C '

5 = 1-7832

/ = _ 0-9942 c '

6 = - 0-3771.

ZcQ" ^ St Q" =. 56-8372 + 13-4705 = 70-3077

55

Sc'Q" = 53-0693.

Both the expressions can be obtained directly also without actually
solving the equations.

Thus

(2= + 2l
r r (r - Z)

r(r - 3){(r

= 70-3026

l)(r-2) + 2ix- 1)}

and

= 53-0671.

Total S.S. = 1493-1100

RowS.S. = 1394-6440

Error S.S. = 1493-1100 - 1394-6440 - 70-3077

= 28-1583 on 16 d.f.

Adjusted treatment S.S. = 70-3077 — 53-0693

= 17-2384

Variance (tj — ?/) = 4/9 a^.

Variance (?,, — tj) = 5/13 o-^.

The corresponding approximate variances from Yates' method come
out to be 6/13 0-2 and 31/80 respectively. As the approximate vari
ances are greater than the actual ones, tests based on the variances

(mr
r(r-2){r{r-2) + x}
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obtained from.Yates' method may lead to less number of significant,
cases than is expected.

. , . 6... Summary

The general method of analysis of incomplete Latin Squares when
any number of plots are missing in any manner provided there is at
least one column or row and one treatment unaffected, has been indicated.
The exact method of analysis including the finding of standard errors
for all possible treatment differences, has been deduced in two special
cases, viz., (1) when the missing plots are each in a separate row,
column and treatment, and (2) when the missing plots belong to the
same row, column or treatment and the row, etc., are not completely
missing. Cases of one and two plots missing in whatever manner come
out as particular cases of the above. Accuracy of the approximate
variances suggested by Yates has been examined in these cases. The
method of analysis in the first case has been illustrated by means of
an example.
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